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RESUMO

O desenvolvimento de software evoluiu ao longo do tempo, desde os produtos
desenvolvidos de maneira isolada até o aparecimento dos ecossistemas de software.
Durante esta evolução, tanto procedimentos de construção quanto o ambiente de
desenvolvimento foram investigados e aprimorados. Entender a influência de indivíduos
sobre estes ecossistemas se torna importante para que seja possível acompanhar sua
evolução. Neste trabalho de conclusão de curso, a investigação recai sobre os
ecossistemas de software, mais especificamente sobre a influência dentro desses
ecossistemas e sobre como identificar aqueles que são responsáveis por, dentro do cenário
citado, concentrar essa influência. Para esta identificação, foram conduzidos um
mapeamento sistemático da literatura e uma pesquisa de opinião com desenvolvedores
inseridos dentro do ecossistema de software escolhido para servir de base do estudo: o
ecossistema npm. A partir disso, uma função de influência foi desenvolvida para auxiliar
na identificação dos influenciadores e foi implementada em uma ferramenta, chamada
‘The Influencer’, que gera um arquivo contendo a análise de um ecossistema e um arquivo
para cada projeto do mesmo, com uma análise isolada de cada um. Este trabalho visa
auxiliar aqueles que se encontram em posição de tomada de decisão, bem como aqueles
que tenham interesse no estudo de ecossistemas de software, facilitando a identificação
dos influenciadores que podem vir a guiar a evolução dos ecossistemas. Uma função de
influência que determina o nível de influência de um desenvolvedor em um ecossistema
baseado em projetos e uma ferramenta que usa essa influência para gerar uma análise
foram desenvolvidas neste trabalho.

Palavras-chave: Ecossistemas de Software, Influenciador, Influência.
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ABSTRACT

Software engineering has evolved over time, from the isolated software
development up to the emergence of software ecosystems. During this evolution,
development procedures and environment were investigated and enhanced. To
understand the influence of individuals within this ecosystem is important to be possible
to keep up with its evolution. In this work, our investigation is about software ecosystems,
more specifically on the influence in ecosystems and how to identify those who are
responsible for it in this scenario. To do so, we performed a systematic mapping study
and a survey with developers who are part of a selected software ecosystem: npm
ecosystem. Using their results, an influence function was developed to support the
identification of influencers and it was implemented in a tool called ‘The Influencer’,
which generates a file containing an ecosystem’s analysis and one file for each project
that is part of it, having their individual analysis. This work aims at helping those who are
in a decision-making position and those who are interested in the study of software
ecosystems making it easier to identify influencers that might guide ecosystem’s
evolution. An influence function that determines the influence level of a given developer
within a project-based ecosystem and a tool that uses this function to generate an analysis
were developed in this work.

Keywords: Software Ecosystems, Influencer, Influence.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Context
Software development has been evolving through the years, modifying software
systems structure and how they are developed. Among these changes, there is the
possibility of a software system being developed on a non-isolated way, which means that
a collection of software projects is developed in parallel. As such, we come to a
perspective of software ecosystems (SECO), that can be defined as “groups of projects
that are developed and co-evolve in the same environment. The environment can be a
company, a research group, or an open source community” (Lungu et al., 2010). As the
interest grows on relationships and knowledge flow inside the SECO, it also grows on
those who are part of the SECO and their roles in the ecosystem.
As these changes occur, influencers within an ecosystem get an important role that
must be considered as to understand and to predict SECO’s events. Influence, as a noun,
is “the power to have an effect on people or things, or a person or thing that is able to do
this” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2018). As a verb, influence is defined as “to affect or change
how someone or something develops, behaves, or thinks” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2018).
This definition provides us an understanding about what would be an influencer in general
words, but we need a much deeper analysis to be able to identify the influencers in the
specific environment of a SECO.
In this context, influencers are the ones who, because of its popularity or status on
the community, guide developing methods of a SECO, through the directions of its
decisions (social aspect) or through the dissemination of developing patterns (technical
aspect). In order to verify if what is described in literature and compare with what happens
in real cases, we collected information about developers from a SECO that emerge from
GitHub projects. GitHub was chosen because is becoming one of the most important
artifacts sources on the Internet (Kalliamvakou et al., 2015), with more than 10 million
repositories, and has not only software projects, but also a data collection about
development activities (Hu et al., 2016).
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1.2 Problem
During the development, it is natural to observe that some developers have more
participation with code contribution and comments, but is not that easy to identify the
ones who are being the influencers in the development scenario. This occurs because
sometimes there are so many developers interacting with the project while it is difficult
to identify the ones who influence the project to a greater extent.
The information about influencers inside a development environment might be
important for the ones who are responsible for them, as: (i) the data about interaction with
projects is, in many cases, too much for a manager to analyze it quickly and; (ii) the
characterization of influencers is not that clear, the identification of influencer is difficult
and could be much easier.
1.3 Motivation
Considering that identify influencers in a SECO is a complex activity, it is relevant
to provide an easier way to identify them so that everyone that intend to study and
understand the evolution of an ecosystem can visualize the actors that are influencing this
evolution. Identification of influencers is very important for those who guides SECO and
for research purposes. As there is no set of minimum necessary characteristics defined
for an actor to be considered an influencer, we observe a large variety of influencers
profiles, project collaborators, popular users (high number of followers) etc.
In this work, we aim to make the SECO influencers identification easier by compiling
a set of characteristics that can be considered relevant for an actor to become an
influencer. This solution affect those who want to study and intend to manage a SECO.
1.4 Objectives
This work aims to investigate the characteristics of an influencer in a project-based
SECO. We define the concept of an influencer, using as sources the technical literature
and the developers’ opinion in the community; we map characteristics of an influencer
using data from a code repository in GitHub; and we present an algorithm to support the
identification of influencers in project-based SECO.
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As the set of characteristics is defined, we developed an algorithm to make the
identification of the biggest influencers in a SECO possible taking as an income a set of
data about the ecosystem.
1.5 Research Method
In order to achieve the objectives that were established in this work, a methodology
was followed. It is composed by seven activities that guided the study. The activities are:
literature mapping, survey with developers, definition of characteristics’ weight on
influence, development of a solution, solution evaluation, solution adjustment and
application of the solution in a real case. The solution evaluation and solution adjust
activities can be repeated as many times as necessary for the solution to be considered
ready to use. The other activities just happen once and all of them are listed below and
presented in Figure 1:
- Literature mapping: a systematic mapping study was performed to compile the
characteristics that might be related to influence. Those characteristics were ranked with
a survey with developers;
- Survey with developers: a survey with developers was executed. It was divided
in groups: one with developers who are integrators and another with developers who are
collaborators. The results show us the developers’ feeling about influencers’
characteristics and help us to define their weight;
- Definition of characteristics’ weight on influence: based on the results of the
survey, we were able to define the most important characteristics for a developer to be an
influencer. This weight definition is useful when it comes to the development of our
solution;
- Development of a solution: as the characteristics are already known and ranked,
and have a defined weight, we developed our solution in order to help managers of
GitHub projects who are interested in getting to know the influencers inside their SECO;
- Solution evaluation: as the solution is ready for testing, we executed an
evaluation in a controlled environment, looking for bugs and other points to be improved;
- Solution adjustment: refers to bug fixes and other improvements that might be
considered during the previous activity; and
- Application of the solution in a real case: practical use of the final solution to
identify influencers in a given GitHub project and show how this can be useful.
3

The first two activities originated a paper that was published in IEEE Software in
January 2019 (Farias et al., 2019).

Figure 1: Research Method.

1.6 Structure
This undergraduate work is organized as follow:
•

Chapter 2: Research Background - In this chapter, we present concepts related to the
foundation of the discussion in this work and that help to understand the influencer
identification function to be proposed.

•

Chapter 3: Influencers in Software Ecosystems: A Systematic Mapping Study - In this
chapter, we present the systematic mapping study, from how it was developed to the
results that we obtained.

•

Chapter 4: Influencers in Software Ecosystems: A Survey with Developers - In this
chapter, we present the survey that was answered by developers that performed
actions in GitHub repositories related to the npm SECO.

•

Chapter 5: The Influencer: A Solution for Identifying Influencers – This chapter
brings the solution design and presentation.

•

Chapter 6: Applying ‘The Influencer’ in a Real Scenario – This chapter presents an
experiment that aims to show a real use of the tool and its results.

•

Chapter 7: Conclusion – This chapter presents the final remarks, highlights the work
contributions and suggests opportunities for future work.
4

2 Research Background

In this chapter, we present concepts that base the discussion in this work and that
help to understand the influencer identification function to be proposed.
2.1 Software Ecosystems
From the beginning of software development up to now, many aspects of software
engineering have been changed, usually due to software architecture evolution and how
systems communicate between each other. In the last decades, the migration from
monolithic, vertically integrated product development to a modularized and collaborative
model is a well-documented trend in software engineering and the business practice of
software companies (Jansen and Cusumano, 2013).
This evolution came to a moment when development is much more open and there
are many more people collaborating than there were before. Since the collaboration is
much more decentralized, the development is often asynchronously and without a central
direction. Moreover, the members of this development use to gain much more benefits
when compared with the traditional development.
In this context, software ecosystems (SECO) emerge. There are some definitions of
SECO that can be found in the literature. This variety of definitions occurs because of the
different perspectives over SECO.
In this work, the definition that was adopted refers to project-based SECO. This
definition comes from the historical change on the software development, where the
projects that once were developed in as independent modules nowadays are developed as
a set of projects that evolve together.
Therefore, SECO are “groups of projects that are developed and co-evolve in the
same environment. The environment can be a company, a research group, or an open
source community” (Lungu et al., 2010).
The actors within a SECO interact between each other and with the artifacts that are
part of it. These actors and artifacts work together by having a common technology as a
technical platform. So, it is also possible to say that “SECO can be described as a set of
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actors interacting with software products and services that are centered on a common
technological platform” (Lima et al., 2016).
2.2 Influence and Influencer Definition
In order to study influence or the role of an influencer in a SECO, we need to
understand the definition of influence and to connect it to our object of interest: SECO.
Influence, as a noun, is “the power to have an effect on people or things, or a person
or thing that is able to do this” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2018). When it comes to the word
as a verb, it is defined as “to affect or change how someone or something develops,
behaves, or thinks” (Cambridge Dictionary, 2018).
In this context, we are seeking the characterization and identification of actors in
SECO that have an effect (social or technical) on people (other actors) or things (artifacts)
and, by performing this action, will affect how the ecosystem developers. This is the basic
definition of an influencer to be used in this work.
Influence is not necessarily positive. An actor can perform a negative influence in a
SECO that what can possibly lead to a decline in the ecosystem healthy. For this reason,
to identify influence in a SECO can be of great importance.
In a software development environment, influence can be practiced by spreading
ideas or coding techniques to satisfy the influencers’ interests. Influence can also be seen
when actors influence actors, actors influence artifacts, artifacts influence artifacts, and
artifacts influence actors. We focus on the cases where actors influence actors and actors
influence artifacts. The main reason why this perspective was chosen is because the
objective of this work is to characterize the actors that influence an SECO (influencers).
2.3 Gephi: A Tool for Visualizing Graphs
Our proposed function and algorithm covered the goal of calculating the influence
either in an ecosystem or in a specific project. After that, we looked for a representation
and a tool that could provide us a visualization of this representation.
We choose graphs. The reason behind this choice is directly related to what we intend
to show. As ecosystems are networks, graphs can support its visualization. This occurs
because graphs allow us to show connections between users, projects and ecosystem.
Also, in our study, the graph representation provides a visualization that can be
customized by colors, node size etc. Another interesting point is that graphs can be
6

directed or not, which can be interesting for some solution evolution in the future. This
can be very useful when the ecosystem or project being analyzed has a high quantity of
users, for example.
In our specific case, we use simple undirected graphs. As we are calculating the
influence of users related to projects and to an ecosystem, we preferred not to focus on
the relations between users at the moment, making more reasonable the use of directed or
mixed graphs.
As we elected our representation to be used for visualization, we had to make it
visible to the ones who will use our solution. Some tools were investigated, but the one
that seemed to fit better our purpose was Gephi. Gephi “is the leading visualization and
exploration software for all kinds of graphs and networks” (Gephi, 2019). For our
solution, we use just some basic features, such as the visualization itself and some
customization. It is important to clarify that there are other features that can be used in
further evolution that we are not covering in the current work.
Gephi also provides an API that can be used for developers and the Gephi Toolkit,
including “packages essential modules (Graph, Layout, Filters, IO…) in a standard Java
library, which any Java project can use for getting things done” (Gephi, 2019). Despite
the fact that our solution is going to be developed in Python, we use this Toolkit for our
purposes (this point is better explored ahead).
There is a group of file extensions that can be interpreted by Gephi and each one of
them has its own syntax. This group is composed by GEXF, Spreadsheet, GraphML,
Guess GDF, GML, UCINet DL, Netdraw VNA, Graphviz DOT, Pajek NET, CSV, and
Tulip TLP. The kind of file that is used also determine the quantity of features that are
going to be available. GEXF is the one that has more features to use while Tulip TLP is
the one that has less.
Considering not only the solution as we are presenting but also considering possible
updates and evolutions in the future, GEXF was the chosen extension as it would be the
one to make an evolution easier. The GEXF file is simply an XML file with some syntax
particularities.
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2.4 Mining Software Repositories
2.4.1 GitHub
The GitHub “is a development platform (...). From open source to business, you can
host and review code, manage projects, and build software alongside millions of other
developers” (GitHub, 2018). Some of the features that GitHub includes are: code review,
project management, integrations, team management, social coding, and code hosting.
Analyzing some of these features uses inside repositories and SECO can be used to help
us in our study.
The code review feature “is the surest path to better code” (GitHub, 2018). This
functionality makes it possible to the users to propose changes in code, request reviews
and discuss about the code and improvements that can be performed into it. There can be
a huge interaction between users because of this functionality. Therefore it might be really
important for our study.
Social coding is another functionality that is made up thinking on interaction between
users. “All together now. With a community of 24 million developers (as of March 2018),
there are plenty of opportunities to connect with like-minded developers and the projects
they create” (GitHub, 2018). With this one, it is possible to follow other users,
repositories, projects as well as to perform lots of social actions.
In the GitHub environment, it is also possible to identify different kinds of developers
as they interact in different ways with projects. There is a group of developers whose
members are usually responsible for providing punctual contributions to the project and
for being casual interactors to it. It is common for the members of this group to be in
touch with the project only for personal interest in it. This group is known as
“collaborators”.
On the other hand, there is another group of developers which is much more
interested in the project evolution. These are responsible not only for contributions, but
for selecting collaborators’ contributions that might be accepted and for managing the
project itself. The members of this group usually maintain long-time interactions with the
project and their actions and contributions are guided by the interest in project evolution.
They are known as the “integrators”.
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2.4.2 npm
The npm “is the package manager for JavaScript and the world’s largest software
registry” (npm, 2018). The registry has 650,000 building blocks, that is, how it is called
a piece of free reusable code. These blocks are developed by a large quantity of
developers and, in some cases, these packages are dependencies of others.
This development environment created an ecosystem inside GitHub: the npm SECO.
This ecosystem is going to be used for our study to validate and try to understand how
the community realize the influence in a SECO. We choose this SECO due to its
characterization as an ecosystem in a previous research (Constantinou and Mens, 2017)
which means that this one is an already known and important ecosystem to be studied.
Javascript is also a very interesting language and the industry and the academy have been
paying great attention since it is a complex environment, with lots of people and products.
Since the npm packages can be used together to form solutions and to help building
others, it is interesting that these packages connect with each other and also with actors
who participate and contribute with several packages.
2.5 Conclusion
As our research background is defined, we are able to proceed with the study and to
perform a systematic mapping review that is supposed to provide a deeper view over
influence (and influencers) in software ecosystems.

9

3 Influencers in Software Ecosystems:
A Systematic Mapping Study

In this chapter, we present a systematic mapping study (SMS) about influence in
SECO, from how it was developed to the results that we obtained.
In this work, the SMS is a very important piece. This is the step from which we can
understand what the literature has to offer when the subject is influence in SECO. It is
also important because it provides some characteristics that we later validate by using the
community opinion.
3.1 Review Protocol
In our work, we used four steps of verification to find the best resources that were
available to serve as reference to our work and to help us to better know the literature and
what it has to offer regarding the influence in SECO.
The first step is the definition of the research questions (RQ) as our acceptance guide.
Only the resources that can answer them are used in our work. In our case, we defined
one main RQ and five subquestions.
The second step is the definition of the search string used to perform the search in
virtual libraries and find resources that are somehow related to influence in SECO.
The third and fourth steps are the definition of the literature body. We analyze the
resources that were found in our search in virtual libraries and keep only the ones that
answer the RQs. In the first moment (step three), there was a quick analysis (by reading
abstract, intro and conclusion) over the set of papers to select the ones that might be
eligible and to eliminate the ones that are not. In the second moment, we deeply analyze
(by reading the entire resource) the ones that were selected previously and eliminate those
that were not really eligible (step four).
3.1.1 Defining the Research Questions
We defined a main RQ and five subquestions. The main RQ is defined as “How is an
influencer identified inside a Software Ecosystem?”
10

In order to find the better resources, we also defined the following five subquestions
(SQs):

-

SQ1: “What is influence in Software Ecosystems?”

The goal of this question is to understand how the influence in SECO is considered
by the literature. To be considered as a paper that answers this question, it should present
what represents the influence in SECO.

-

SQ2: “Which models and methods have been used to manage influence in
Software Ecosystems (process, method, technique, tools) and how have these
been evaluated?”

The goal of this question is to understand how the influence has been measured in a
SECO. Correlation metric between an action and some other action, graphic schemes or
algorithms should be in a paper for this to be considered as a resource that answers this
question.

-

SQ3: “What is an influencer in Software Ecosystems?”

The goal of this question is to understand the role of influencer in a SECO. For a
paper to be considered as one that answers this question, it should have either the
explanation of someone becoming an influencer or the actions of an influencer in a SECO.

-

SQ4: “What are the characteristics of an influencer in Software Ecosystems?”

The goal of this question is to identify the characteristics that are considered as
important for someone to be an influencer. If a paper has some characteristics, it would
be eligible.

-

SQ5: “How does developers influence works in repositories, including GitHub?”

The goal of this question is to understand how influence works in repositories in the
social and in the technical perspectives. The answer in a paper to be considered eligible
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is how the relations between developers in repositories happen and how those relations
influence actions in the repositories.
As the main RQ and its subquestions are defined, we define the search string to be
used to run the search in the virtual libraries looking for resources that might answer the
RQs.
3.1.2 Defining the Search String
This step is a crucial moment of the work. The search string aims to find the papers
that are going to be used in the work. If the string is not the best it can be, it is possible
that the papers are not as well.
A search string must be capable of, when ran in a virtual library, returning papers
that match the needs of the researches. In the case of this work, we need to find papers
that covers the influence or the role of an influencer but in the context of a SECO.
The search string that was used in this work was
((influence OR influencer) AND ((“software ecosystem”) OR (“software
ecosystems”)))
3.1.3 Defining the Literature Body – First Revision
Regarding the efforts to define the literature body, we ran the search in the four virtual
libraries and an amount of resources were retrieved. In total, there were 208 papers (not
counting repetitions) that matched the search string.
We also included more six papers that were previously selected by considering that
they are important to serve as reference to the work. The execution of the search took
place in September 10th, 2017. The results in the virtual libraries individually were:

- ScienceDirect: 80 papers;
- ACM DL: 18 papers;
- SpringerLink: 3 papers; and
- IEEE Xplorer: 107 papers.

As we can see in Figure 2, the set of resources were defined, the 214 papers (208
from the virtual libraries and 6 manually added) were quickly analyzed. From these
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papers, the first evaluation concluded that 18 of them were eligible for being analyzed in
this work (or related to it).

Figure 2: A representation of the filtering process on the literature.

3.1.4 Defining the Literature Body – Second Revision
With the set of 18 papers, a new analysis was executed in each one of them. We were
able to find out that nine of them were eligible for being included in our analysis. Other
six papers were marked as related to this work. Three papers were eliminated as the
deeper analysis concluded that those did not answer the research questions. The included
papers are presented in Table 1, where we can also observe which research sub questions
they responded. The papers that at least partially responded our questions, were included.
The papers included as related work are presented in Table 2.
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Table 1: Papers that were selected in this work.

ID

Title

Authors

S1

Influences
on
developer
participation in the Debian
software ecosystem

Eric Ververs, Rick van Bommel,
Slinger Jansen

2011

S2

Ecosystems in GitHub and a
Method
for
Ecosystem
Identification Using Reference
Coupling

Kelly Blincoe, Francis Harrison,
Daniela Damian

2015

S3

The Sky Is Not the Limit:
Multitasking
Across
GitHub
Projects

Bogdan Vasilescu, Kelly Blincoe, Qi
Xuan, Casey Casalnuovo, Daniela
Damian, Premkumar Devanbu,
Vladimir Filkov

2016

S4

Influence of Social and Technical
Factors
for
Evaluating
Contribution in GitHub

Jason Tsay, Laura Dabbish, James
Herbsleb

2014

X

X

X

X

X

S5

Measuring User Influence in
Github: The Million Follower
Fallacy

Ali Sajedi Badashian, Eleni Stroulia

2016

X

X

X

X

X

S6

Visualizing Collaboration and
Influence in the Open-Source
Software Community

Brandon Heller, Eli Marschner,
Evan Rosenfeld, Jeffrey Heer

2011

X

X

X

X

X

S7

Understanding the popular users:
Following, affiliation influence
and leadership on GitHub

Kelly Blincoe, Jyoti Sheoran, Sean
Goggins, Eva Petakovic, Daniela
Damian

2016

X

X

X

X

X

S8

Influence analysis
repositories

Github

Yan Hu, Jun Zhang, Hiaomei Bai,
Shuo Yu, Zhuo Yang

2016

X

X

X

X

X

S9

Uma Abordagem Sócio-técnica
para Apoiar Ecossistemas de
Software

Thaiana Lima, Gabriel Barbosa,
Rodrigo Pereira dos Santos, Cláudia
Werner

2014

X

X

X

of

Year SQ1

SQ2

SQ3

SQ4

SQ5

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Regarding the year of publication, we were only able to identify papers from 2010
until 2017. In 2012, there was no paper identified that fit our scope. 2016 was the year
that has the majority of papers: seven. This data can be checked in Figure 3.
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Table 2: Papers that were selected as related work.

ID

Title

Authors

Year

R1

Software ecosystems – A systematic Konstantinos Manikas,
literature review
Marius Hansen

R2

Quality assurance in software Jakob Axelsson, Mats Skoglund
ecosystems: A systematic literature
mapping and research agenda

2016

R3

Revisiting software ecosystems Konstantinos Manikas
Research: A longitudinal literature
study

2016

R4

Open source software ecosystems: Oscar Franco-Bedoya, David 2017
A Systematic mapping
Ameller, Dolors Costal, Xavier
Franch

R5

The importance of socio-technical Thaiana Lima, Rodrigo Pereira dos 2016
resources for software ecosystems Santos, Jonice Oliveira, Cláudia
management
Werner

R6

The small project observatory: a tool Mircea Lungu, Michele Lanza
for reverse engineering software
ecosystems

Klaus 2013

2010

Figure 3: Number of papers selected per year.
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3.2 Results
After analyzing all the papers that were retrieved from our searches, we were able to
compile some results. The first remarkable result was about answering our five research
sub questions.

-

SQ1: “What is influence in Software Ecosystems?”

For this question, we did not have just one closed answer. Due to their different
perspectives, the selected papers provided us different definitions and feelings about
influence in SECO.
For example, S1 shows how developers actions tend to keep other developers
interested in the project or make them return after an absence period in a project. This
perspective is much more related to developers and their relation amongst each other
through technical interactions.
In a different perspective, considering social interactions, S7 investigates how
popularity in GitHub (having a high number of followers in the platform) is related to a
developer influence inside projects and, consequently, in the SECO.
What we can observe is that there is no global influence definition. This definition
depends on the perspective that each researcher choses to adopt in each work.

-

SQ2: “Which models and methods have been used to manage influence in
Software Ecosystems (process, method, technique, tools) and how have these
been evaluated?”

In this question, we were looking for a function or model that is used to show
influence and relations between developers. Once again, there was no global solution, but
a set of solutions that could be used or inspire new ones.
In S2, the authors used Pearson’s correlation to determine correlation between
owners’ social behavior and collaborators’ social behavior.
In S6, since the authors use geographical locations in their investigation, we can see
a graph drawn over a map to show in which locations are the study objects. This graph
visualization could be useful for us not necessarily to know where the influencers are
located, but to have an easier way to visualize those who influence the SECO.
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-

SQ3: “What is an influencer in Software Ecosystems?”

As we previously mentioned, the definition of influence depends on the perspective
each researcher used in their work. As such, it is comprehensible that this same rule
applies to influencer definition.
S1, for example, claims that an influencer would be a developer that is involved in
many development actions inside a project. It is a technical perspective over the subject.
S2, on the other hand, brings that someone who take strong social interactions inside
a project can be an influencer in the SECO, by influencing the technical interactions that
other developers have with the project.

-

SQ4: “What are the characteristics of an influencer in Software Ecosystems?”

By analyzing all papers, we were able to compile a set of characteristics that are
directly related, according to the papers, to a developer being an influencer. This set of
characteristics can be seen in Table 3.

-

SQ5: “How does developers influence works in repositories, including GitHub?”

All papers seem to converge into the set of characteristics we previously compiled
and that can be found in Table 3. Although we are talking about GitHub repositories, not
only technical characteristics are important to determine an influencer, but also social
characteristics and interactions.
During this SMS, it was possible to identify some characteristics that would help us
to be able to find a way to identify influencers in a SECO. These characteristics are listed
in Table 3.
To better understand these characteristics and how we can extract them from a
development platform, we must understand their mathematical basis, their formulas:

-

Closeness to the GitHub project owner formula:

Closeness to the GitHub project owner (ClMetric) is related to the number of owners
who follow the developer that is being investigated. Said that, the formula is:
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Table 3: Identified influencers’ characteristics.

Name

Description

Perspective

Source

Closeness to
the
GitHub
project owner

“Our measure of social distance had the strongest
influence on likelihood of acceptance as compared
with other pull-request level factors, increasing
acceptance by 187% when the submitter follows the
project manager.”

SOCIAL

S4

“Prior interaction was also positively associated with
Long-time
acceptance, increasing acceptance likelihood by
interaction
35.6% per unit.”
with
the
project

SOCIAL

S4

“Having followers increases the likelihood of
Status
(popularity on acceptance by 18.1% per unit of followers. This
suggests that submitters with higher community
GitHub)
standing are more likely to have their pull requests

SOCIAL

S4

Status in the “Being a collaborator on a project increases the
likelihood of contributions being accepted by
project

SOCIAL

S4

“Code usability (content value).”

TECHNICAL

S5

of “Learning. 11.2% of respondents follow others to

TECHNICAL

S7

Participation
with code

“Collaboration. 5.8% of respondents follow others to
identify opportunities for collaboration or to share
code. ‘If somebody is working on a similar problem
to you, you can collaborate with them through pull
requests to solve problems.’”

TECHNICAL

S7

Participation
with
comments

“Collaboration. 5.8% of respondents follow others to
identify opportunities for collaboration or to share
code. ‘If somebody is working on a similar problem
to you, you can collaborate with them through pull
requests to solve problems.’”

SOCIAL

S7

accepted.”

63.6%.”

Content value
Source
learning

learn from them. ‘It is a great opportunity to learn
from their code and see how thing are done by the
best in the business’.”

ClMetric = QOwn

Where:
QOwn = Total number of owners that follow the developer.
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-

Long-time interaction with the project formula:

Long-time interaction with the project (LtMetric) is measured by the frequency of
interactions since the first interaction minus the time passed since the last one. The
formula is:
LtMetric = (QInts / TFI) – TLI

Where:
QInts = Quantity of interactions
TFI = Time since first interaction (in days)
TLI = Time since last interaction (in days)

-

Status (popularity on GitHub) formula:

Status (popularity on GitHub) (StMetric) is the popularity a developer holds on
GitHub. It is determined by its number of followers in the platform. The formula is:

StMetric = QFoll

Where:
QFoll = Number of followers the developer has on GitHub

-

Status in the project:

Status in the project (StPMetric) is related to the level of privilege a developer has in
a project that is part of the SECO. If the developer is a committer, this metric has value
1. If it is just a collaborator, this metric has value 0. The formula is:

StPMetric = UP

Where:
UP = User privilege, has value 1 if user is committer and value 0 if it is not
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-

Content value:

Content value (CvMetric) is the quantity of modified artifacts divided by the quantity
of modified lines in all those artifacts. The formula is:

CvMetric = QMA / QMLA

Where:
QMA = Quantity of modified artifacts
QMLA = Quantity of modified lines in all those artifacts

-

Source of learning:

Source of leaning (SlMetric) is related to how many times did a developer was
mentioned in comments inside a project. The formula is:

SlMetric = QMC

Where:
QMC = Quantity of developer mentions in comments in a project

-

Participation with code:

Participation with code (PCodeMetric) is related to the quantity of pull requests a
developer created and were accepted plus the quantity of pull requests a developer merged
into a repository. It is interesting to observe that, unless the developer is a committer, the
second part of the formula is always 0. The formula is:

PCodeMetric = QPRA + QPRM

Where:
QPRA = Quantity of pull requests accepted
QPRM = Quantity of pull requests merged
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-

Participation with comments:

Participation with comments (PCommMetric) is related to the quantity of comments
a developer makes in issues and pull requests in a project. The formula is:

PCommMetric = QC

Where:
QC = Quantity of comments in issues and pull requests
3.3 Discussion
In this chapter, by performing an SMS, we were able to identify what has already
been defined in the literature regarding influence or influencer in a SECO and to check
possible investigations to be made to make our research deeper into the subject.
The number of papers related to our study object is not that high (15, three were cut
out after a more meticulous reading) as we also included six papers that were previously
known and are not results of the research in the digital libraries. It is clear that finding
papers about influence in SECO requires an extra effort due to the lack of a high number
of papers in the literature discussing specifically influence in SECO. Another interesting
aspect is that, besides the fact that from the 15 papers selected, nine of them were
considered references and the other six are related works, the studies provide some very
interesting matters inside our main subject to be investigated and evaluated.
The result of the process also provided a set of characteristics that are being
investigated and are capable of being measured using defined metrics in a SECO.
However, it is interesting to observe that we have five social characteristics and three
technical characteristics. If we think in a project-based SECO, it would be more likely to
assume that the technical characteristics would exist in a higher amount when compared
to the social ones. As such, the result that we came out with somehow tends to show us
that influence might be more related to social relations than to technical relations.
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3.4 Conclusion
The main goal of this chapter was to search for papers that could be used as references
in our work, either to serve as our theoretical basis or by being related to the kind of work
we are conducting. We used five digital libraries, a search string that refers to our major
interest points (influence and SECO) and five research questions to find as many papers
as possible that would fit our expectations.
The results provide just enough material to keep going with our investigation but
only shows what is already defined by the literature, not necessarily being near to what
the community of developers feels that would be related to influence in SECO. As the
SMS described in this chapter only refers to a certain period of time, from the past until
the day it was performed, a new process, even considering the very same libraries, search
string and research questions could return a different result, by including new papers that
did not exist back then.
In the next chapter, we investigate, with a help from the community, the developers
that are part of the npm SECO. The goal is to capture the perception they have regarding
the influence in SECO and also considering the findings we obtained from our SMS, such
as the characteristics we identified during the research.
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4 Influencers in Software Ecosystems:
A Survey with Developers

This chapter presents a survey with developers that perform actions in GitHub
repositories that are part of the npm SECO and is structured in four subsections as follow:
(i) The first subsection presents a brief introduction to general characteristics of the survey
itself; (ii) The second subsection presents the structure of the questionnaire and its
questions; (iii) The third subsection presents the results of the survey; and (iv) The fourth
subsection presents a conclusion about what might be identified from the answers.
4.1 General Characteristics and Description
The objective of this survey is to gather information about how developers within a
SECO feel about influence in this context. The ecosystem chosen to perform this survey
is the npm ecosystem. The reasons why npm ecosystem was chosen are related to the
number of projects that are part of this SECO and to the fact that this ecosystem and its
member projects have already been defined (Mens and Goeminne., 2011).
In October 2017, npm had over 388,874 packages, from which we randomly
extracted 663. This sample assures 99% of confidence with 5% of error to the final result
when regarding only our number of projects. We prepared one survey and then analyzed
its results by splitting responders in two separate groups: the collaborators and the
integrators. The main goal was to analyze both perspectives on the sense of influence in
SECO. We consider developers that contribute to the targeted projects with at least one
pull request merged as collaborators. By integrators, we refer to developers with grant to
merge pull request in the projects. This survey was designed based on the Kitchenham et
al.’s recommendations, such as sending personalized invitations, allowing participants to
remain completely anonymous, and asking closed and direct questions (Kitchenham et
al., 2015).
From those repositories, we were able to identify 3,419 developers that had activity
(pull request or commit) in a repository. These developers were divided into project
collaborators and project integrators. The survey was sent on January 16th, 2018, and we
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received answers for 30 days. The survey was set up as an online questionnaire. We had
242 answers from both groups: 224 collaborators and 18 integrators. This represents 7%
of the total developers. The estimated time to complete the questionnaire was from 10 to
15 minutes.
It is important to remark that we did not perform a pilot survey before running this
one. This is one of the reasons why, in some cases, there might have had
misunderstandings about what respondents’ answers. However, it did not seem to be the
case of our survey since no respondent sent any kind of complaint about it and the answers
to our questions made sense in all cases.
4.2 Structure and Questions
There are three sections in the questionnaire, as shown in Appendix I: the first section
is about terms and conditions that must be accepted by the developers who answered the
survey; the second section is about the demographic questions (DQ); and the third section
is about the technical questions (TQ).
4.2.1 The First Section: Terms and Conditions
In this section, we presented the terms that must be accepted by the developers who
answer the survey.
Agreeing to these terms basically means that the answers would not be personally
identified; those answers might be used not only in this work, but can also be maintained
and used in future academic works; the participation is voluntary; and declining to
participate would not involve any kind of penalty or loss of benefits.
4.2.2 The Second Section: Demographic Questions
The second section is about the DQs. These questions help us to recognize some
common profile among the developers. The questions we used are:

- DQA: What is your gender?
- DQB: Are you a…
- DQC: Do you have a Computer Science Background?
- DQD: How many projects did/do you contribute to?
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4.2.3 The Third Section: Technical Questions
This section is about the TQs. In this part of the survey, the respondents were
supposed to answer questions related to their feelings about influence within the
repositories that they are part of in the npm SECO.
There were three questions and one free comment area where the respondents could
leave any comment they want about influence or about the survey itself. The three
questions were:

- TQA: In your point of view, what makes anyone an influencer in a GitHub
repository?

In this question, the respondents were supposed to rate how much they agree with a
characteristic or behavior regarding the notion of influence. The results of this question
help us to understand what characteristics are related to influence according to the
developers. The levels of agreement that were adopted for this question were “Strongly
Disagree”, “Disagree”, “Neutral”, “Agree” and “Strongly Agree”. The ranking of
characteristics are listed in the previous chapter (Table 3).

- TQB: What is your influence level in the projects you are involved with? Justify
your answer.

In this question, the respondent should indicate his/her own influence level in the
projects and justify the reason for that. The results of this question might help us to
understand how the developers see themselves in the repositories they are part of.
Together with the answers of the next question, we can try to verify whether a developer
can really be capable of realizing he/she is an influencer or not.

- TQC: What users do you see as influencers of your GitHub projects?

In this question, developers should list other GitHub users that they see as
influencers. Answer to this question can be used along with the previous question answers
to check if users are able to realize that they are in fact influencers or not.
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In addition to these three questions, the respondents could send comments and
suggestions about the topic (influence) or about the survey.
4.3 Results
The survey has returned a total of 242 responses. From these, 224 were from
collaborators and the other 18 were from integrators.
The analysis about the results of these two groups of respondents was performed
separately as it is useful to understand how the two groups deal with the notion of
influence.
4.3.1 Collaborators’ Results
This group was formed by 3,260 potential respondents. The survey with this group
returned 224 responses that represent about 6.87% of the original potential respondents.
The results of the survey answered by collaborators, as detailed next, shows us that
the feeling of this group regarding the most probable characteristics that might be
significant to indicate a developer as an influencer within a SECO are the ones related
directly to the project itself, and not to GitHub as something bigger, and the ones that are
related to real collaboration (code or comments).
4.3.1.1 Demographic Questions
Answers to DQs in the group of collaborators are described next.

DQA: What is your gender?

Figure 4 show us that 94.6% (212) of the collaborators who answered the survey
were Male, and 3.6% (8) respondents that were Female. We also had 0.9% (2) that
identified themselves as Gender Variant / Non-Conforming, and 0.9% (2) preferred not
to answer the question.
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DQB: Are you a…

The second DQ returned that 91.1% (204) of the collaborators who answered the
survey were Professionals, 6.7% (15) were Students, 1.3% (3) were Post-docs, and
0.9% (2) were Professors. This is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Graphic with information of the first DQ (group of collaborators).

Figure 5: Graphic with information of the second DQ (group of collaborators).
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DQC: Do you have a Computer Science background?

In this question, the respondents should say if they had any kind of Computer Science
background or not. The results, shown in Figure 6, indicate that 69.6% (156) of
collaborators have a Computer Science Background and that 30.4% (68) of them do not.
The respondents that answered “No” had the option to say their background. The only
case where more than one respondent indicates the same background is “Physics” (2).

Figure 6: Graphic with information of the third DQ (group of collaborators).

DQD: How many projects did/do you contribute to?

As we can see in Figure 7, the results of this question tell us that a large number of
collaborators contributes with five or more projects (79% - 177). There were 16 (7.1%)
collaborators that contribute to 4 projects, 15 (6.7%) collaborators that contribute to 3
projects, 9 (4%) contribute to 2 projects, and only 7 (3.1%) contribute to only one project.
Based on this result, it is possible to verify that collaborators are participating in
several projects at the same time. If the collaborators were separated between the ones
who contribute to only one project and the ones who contribute to more than one project,
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we would have 96.9% of collaborators contributing to more than one project and only
3.1% contributing to only one project.
Answers to TQs in the group of collaborators are described next.

Figure 7: Graphic with information of the fourth DQ (group of collaborators).

4.3.1.2 Technical Questions
TQA: In your point of view, what makes anyone an influencer in a GitHub
repository?

In order to make it easier to show the results for this question, a table was set to
display the information the best way as possible.
Analyzing the answers, in Figure 8, it was possible to notice that “Long-time
interaction with the project”, “Status in the project”, “Content value” and “Participation
with comments” are the ones that had the highest levels of agreement by the collaborators.
Therefore, they can be considered as the characteristics that the collaborators observe in
an influencer.

TQB: What is your influence level in the projects you are involved with? Justify
your answer.
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The results of this question show us that the feeling of the collaborators about their
own influence level in the projects they are involved with does not present a regular
perspective. While some of them consider themselves as having a high influence level
(from 6 to 10), others see themselves as having a low influence level (from 1 to 5).
For example, 35 (15.6%) collaborators consider themselves having an influence level
8 and other 31 (13.8%) consider themselves having an influence level 2. If there were two
groups, one formed by the ones who have influence level 1-5 and another formed by the
ones who have influence level 6-10, we would have 117 (52.23%) with low influence
levels and 107 (47.77%) with high influence levels. This shows that the results are really
balanced.
The justifications for his/her own influence level were also interesting. One
collaborator rated their own influence level as 7 and said that this was because it was “Top
contributor on many projects” (Collaborator 6). On the other hand, another collaborator
said that his/her influence level was 4 and that was because “Outside of work I've only
contributed small fixes and reported a few bugs” (Collaborator 13). These are just two
examples of justifications but most of them were about participation with code or with
comments to the repository.

TQC: What users do you see as influencers of your GitHub projects?

For this question, the respondents were expected to list users from GitHub that they
consider to be influencers. Some of them did that but others presented a description of an
influencer.
Some of these descriptions are: “People who propose ideas, make PR's, help
reporting issues, etc.” (Collaborator 12), “Developers who take ownership of issues, they
contribute both ideas and code and help fix that code when it breaks” (Collaborator 18),
and “Other contributors, of code, but also of documentation, support, design and editorial
work” (Collaborator 28).
Based on this result, it is possible to determine that collaborators see contribution as
the key for being an influencer. It can be a code contribution, a comment, an issue report.
Every kind of contribution seems to be considered as important for someone to become
an influencer.
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Figure 8: Results on TQA for collaborators.
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4.3.2 Integrators’ Results
This group was formed by 159 potential respondents. The survey with this group
returned 18 responses that represents about 11.32% of the original potential respondents.
The results of the survey answered by integrators, as detailed next and just as we
observed in the collaborators results, show that the feeling of this group regarding the
most probable characteristics that might be significant to indicate a developer as an
influencer within a SECO are the ones related directly to the project itself, and not to
GitHub as something bigger, and the ones that are related to real collaboration (code or
comments).
4.3.2.1 Demographic Questions
Answers to DQs in the group of integrators are described next.

DQA: What is your gender?

The first DQ returned that 94.4% (17) of the integrators who answered the survey
were Male and 5.6% (1) preferred not to answer the question, as we can see in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Graphic with information of the first DQ (group of integrators).
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DQB: Are you a…

The second DQ returned that 94.4% (17) of the integrators who answered the survey
were Professionals and 5.6% are Students (1), as we can see in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Graphic with information of the second DQ (group of integrators).

DQC: Do you have a Computer Science background?

In this question, the respondents should say if they had any kind of Computer Science
background or not. The results, shown in Figure 11, indicate that 66.7% (12) of integrators
have a Computer Science Background and that the other 33.3% (6) do not. Those who
answered that did not have a Computer Science background were invited to inform their
background. We could observe that, despite not having a degree in Computer Science, a
few integrators declared themselves as “self-learners”.

DQD: How many projects did/do you contribute to?

The results of this question tell us that the majority of the integrators contributes with
five or more projects (77.8% - 12). There were 2 (11.1%) integrators who contribute to 4
projects, 1 (5.6%) integrators that contribute to 3 projects, 1 (5.6%) contribute to 2
projects, and none of them contribute to only one project.
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Based on these results, it is possible to determine that integrators tend to contribute
with lots of projects. We can also assume that it is not common for an integrator to
contribute with only one project as none of the respondents fit this characteristic.

Figure 11: Graphic with information of the third DQ (group of integrators).

4.3.2.2 Technical Questions
Answers to TQs in the group of integrators are described next.

TQA: In your point of view, what makes anyone an influencer in a GitHub
repository?

In order to make it easier to show the results for this question, a table was set to
display the information the best way as possible.
Analyzing the responses, shown in Figure 12, it was possible to notice that “Longtime interaction with the project”, “Status in the project”, “Content value”, “Participation
with code contribution” and “Participation with comments” are the ones that had the
highest levels of agreement by the integrators. Therefore, they can be considered as the
characteristics that the integrators observe in an influencer.
It is interesting that some characteristics did not have any disagreement by the
integrators. It is also interesting that the result of this question is just the same as the
question answered by collaborators.
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Figure 12: Results on TQA for integrators.
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TQB: What is your influence level in the projects you are involved with? Justify
your answer.

For this question, it would be possible to verify an interesting result if we compare
the result of the previous question with this one.
In the previous question, one of the options that seemed to be considered by the
integrators as a characteristic/behavior of an influencer was “Status in the project”. On
the other hand, the integrators - the ones who have status in the project - not always
consider themselves as having a high influence level.
If we separate the respondents in two groups again, 1-5 influence level and 6-10
influence level, 9 (50%) of the integrators considered themselves as low influence level
and other 9 (50%) as high influence level.
This situation is justified by some of the respondents. Some of them say that, as the
question is about the projects they are involved with, they considered all the projects.
Therefore, they contribute a lot to some projects and barely contribute to others.

TQC: What users do you see as influencers of your GitHub projects?

As mentioned before, in this question, respondents were supposed to list users that
they considered to be influencers, but many of them listed characteristics. The
participation with code and comments and the contribution really seem to be a very
interesting way to become an influencer.
Some answers as “Active users (which write code/comments and offer/implement
ideas)” (Integrator 2), and “Anyone who provides high quality constructive criticism
across multiple issues.” (Integrator 4) can be used to show that participation is important.
Also, “It depends on the projects. Usually some people who are using this project a lot
and want to improve it by replying to GitHub issues or opening PRs. Rarely some people
even become regulars that help me triage issues and investigate bugs, when that's the
case I give them collaborator access” (Integrator 10) is interesting because it shows that
this kind of behavior can even lead to achieving status in a project.
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4.4 Discussion
Results show that contribution with comments and code is relevant to assist in the
identification of an influencer in an ecosystem. Since “Status in the Project” was also
listed as a relevant characteristic, a collaborator who participates in a project to become
an integrator tends to make his/her influence even bigger in a SECO.
“Long-time Interaction with a Project” justifies why an integrator considers someone
as an influencer. However, it seems that only contributing with a SECO’s project for a
long time is not enough: (1) contribution should be regular, and (2) it should not only be
technical (code), but also social (comments, issues opening etc.).
We found out that being an influencer refers specifically to a SECO’s project, and
not to the performance/status a developer might have in other SECO’s projects (or GitHub
repositories), as “Status (popularity on GitHub)” got less agreement amongst developers.
Influence may be connected to projects in a more individual sense. Moreover, “Closeness
to the GitHub Project Owner” got higher level of rejection, which can indicate that it does
not present much relation to influence, according to developers’ perspective.
Finally, we believe that our analysis can be useful to integrators who are responsible
for managing free/libre/open source software (FLOSS) projects in ecosystems. They are
supported with a set of verified characteristics to identify developers who will probably
influence the future of the SECO’s project development as well as decision making and
level of contribution.
Collaborators and integrators have very similar feelings on what characterizes an
influencer in a SECO based on GitHub repositories. A collaborator who wants to be an
influencer in a SECO’s project starts by contributing with code/comments on other
developers’ contributions, and/or by opening issues and providing ideas. If the goal is to
become not only an influencer but also an integrator, contribution should be regular since
integrators would give the same privileges they have to other developers. Therefore, they
could act as a co-developer1 towards becoming a core developer2 (Farias et al., 2019). An
integrator should pay attention to collaborators that contribute regularly.
If the goal is to influence a project, the recipe is not much different from the
collaborators’: contribution actions and regularity. A SECO’s project manager should be
alert to influencers who are emerging from each project either to repeal bad influence

1
2

A developer who contributes sporadically to a project
A developer who contributes regularly to a project and has some kind of privilege in it.
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(that could lead to unpleasant experiences) or to enhance good influence (to recruit others
to make their ecosystem attractive to social developers). A useful strategy is to monitor
discussions considering not only collaborators who eventually make code contributions,
but also those who provide ideas/comments on other developers’ issues and code.
As the survey results supported the characteristics that we previously identified in
the SMS, then we propose a solution that might help to identify influencers.
4.5 Conclusion
Based on the survey, we obtained a good quantity of data to be used. We have a set
of characteristics, their acceptance by the community, developer perception about
influence in SECO and what could make someone an influencer.
Therefore, next chapter presents the implementation of a solution that aggregates
definitions of SECO, our findings from the literature about influence and our survey
results to be able to identify the influencers in a SECO and present them in an easier way
for anyone who wants to study this matter in a SECO.
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5 The Influencer: A Solution for
Identifying Influencers

This chapter presents “The Influencer”, a solution that has the objective of identifying
influencers in a given SECO and this is its structure: (i) The first subsection presents the
influence function developed considering the results from the previous chapters; (ii) The
second subsection presents the algorithm idea behind the solution; (iii) The third
subsection presents an introduction to Gephi, a graph visualization tool that will be used
by The Influencer; (iv) The fourth subsection presents The Influencer’s models and
explains its functionalities; and (v) The fifth subsection presents an example of use of The
Influencer.
5.1 The Influencer: Solution Design
After identifying the influencer’s characteristics and surveying them, we propose a
solution that might support visualization of influencers within SECO. The solution is
called “The Influencer: a solution to visualize influencers”.
To develop this solution, it was needed to choose a technology that would serve as
foundation of it. In this case, we are talking about a specific programming language:
Python, on the version 3.5.2. Python is a powerful and simple language that allowed us
to focus more on the solution itself and less on programming lots of assistants for this
solution. It has a lot of native libraries that can provide what we need in our case.
It also needed to highlight that our solution has some external dependencies that
should be handled by the user in order to make things work perfectly. For example, Gephi
should be installed and its home directory path should be inside an environment variable
called “GEPHI_HOME”, which is not defined in Gephi’s installation. For Gephi to be
installed, Java is required.
In order to solve our problem, we need to define the representations of our real-world
objects: our model’s classes. There are three types of objects that appears on our path: the
ecosystem, the project, and the user. Each one of them have its own attributes and
functions.
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It is important to notice that we are using Gephi for its visualization and data
presentation features, but some actions might be needed while using the tool to make your
experience as better as possible. In the next chapter, where a real scenario of use is
presented, some guidelines are presented in order to explore all the potential features.
The input of “The Influencer” are .csv files containing certain metrics from a project.
Each line on the file must represent a developer from the project itself. There will be a
slight difference between the lines when the developer is an owner and when he/she is
not. In the case of owners, the columns order is: name[1], category (if it is owner or
not)[2], closeness to GitHub owner metric[3], long-time interaction metric[4], status in
GitHub metric[5], status in project metric[6], content value metric[7], source of learning
metric[8], participation with code metric[9], and participation with comments metric[10]
(a total of 10 rows). In the case of not owners, they only have 10 rows if a project owner
follows them. If this is not the case, they will have only 9 rows: name[1], category (if it
is owner or not)[2], long-time interaction metric[3], status in GitHub metric[4], status in
project metric[5], content value metric[6], source of learning metric[7], participation with
code metric[8], and participation with comments metric[9].
This input is processed accordingly to the influence function presented in the next
subsection and the output is a GEXF file representing the entire SECO and a set of GEXF
files that represents each project in a separate way. This file, XML like, as mentioned
before, is readable by Gephi and will be used to show a graph representation of the
influence in a SECO. This output is then loaded by Gephi and, by using some Gephi
features as graph layout presentation and data table, the user is able to have a clear view
of whose developers are influencers within a project or ecosystem.
As every solution or tool that is developed, there are some functional requirements
that we must follow in order to be able to comply with the expectations of having a tool
that could be used by someone who is interested in identifying an influencer. The
requirements are:
•

R1: There needs to be a calculation of influence level for each developer in the
SECO.

It is required a calculation of the influence level of each developer in the SECO in
order to make it easier to anyone who interested in studying influence within a SECO to
discover which ones are the main influencers.
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•

R2: There needs to be a filter where the user can choose the characteristics to be
considered in the analysis.

Some analyses may not be benefited in taking all the characteristics in account for
some particular reason. So, it needs to be a filter where the user can easily turn on or off
the characteristics before the analysis begins.
•

R3: There needs to be a way to display every single file that is the result of the
calculation in a graph form.

The display of results needs to be made in a graph form to make it more friendly for
the user to identify developers (nodes) that hold more influence in their hands and can be
points of interest. Graphs are intuitive visual representations.
On our solution design, it is also interesting to identify the objects that are part of the
problem. To do so, we present the class diagram in Figure 13, where we show the classes
and their attributes and methods.
5.2 Influence Function
In the last two chapters, we focused in, firstly, identifying influencers characteristics
by studying papers that already discussed this point and, secondly, to verify and validate
those characteristics by running a survey with the community.
As the result of those two efforts, we obtained enough data to develop a function that
could help us calculate the level of influence an actor is spreading in a given SECO. As
repeatedly declared, we are using GitHub projects and their aspects as our study object,
which means that our function considers mostly these aspects to calculate influence.
The first step needed to build the function was to figure out how to use the
characteristics and their portions of agreement/disagreement in a way that we would come
out with some numeric value. To solve this problem, we chose the idea of compiling eight
coefficients based on the eight characteristics that we identified from the literature and
verified with developers. These coefficients were calculated according to the following
formula:
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CharacteristicCoefficient = (-2 * %SD) + (-1 * %D) + (1 * %N) + (2 * %A) + (3 * %SA)

Where:
- %SD: refers to the portion of the community who strongly disagrees that a
characteristic is connected to the fact of being an influencer;

- %D: refers to the portion of the community who disagrees that a characteristic
is connected to the fact of being an influencer;

- %N: refers to the portion of the community who do not agree or disagree that a
characteristic is connected to the fact of being an influencer;

- %A: refers to the portion of the community who agrees that a characteristic is
connected to the fact of being an influencer;

- %SA: refers to the portion of the community who strongly agrees that a
characteristic is connected to the fact of being an influencer.

As it might be noticed, we have not only used the agreement portions on our
coefficients but also some negative and positive numbers that were multiplied by the
portions. Those numbers represent weights for every section of the agreement scale. The
objective behind these weights is to mark the difference between the agreement levels.
The coefficients were calculated as we show below:

- Closeness to the GitHub Project Owner Coefficient (CCl):

CCl = %SA x 2 + %A x 1 + %N x 0 + %D x (-1) + %SD x (-2)
CCl = 12.8 x 2 + 36.36 x 1 + 26.44 x 0 + 16.11 x (-1) + 8.2 x (-2)
CCl = 25.6 + 36.36 + 0 + (-16.11) + (-16.4)
CCl = 29.45% = 0.2945
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Figure 13: Class Diagram for The Influencer.
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- Long-time Interaction with the Project Coefficient (CLt):

CLt = %SA x 2 + %A x 1 + %N x 0 + %D x -1 + %SD x -2
CLt = 51.65 x 2 + 40.49 x 1 + 3.3 x 0 + 2.4 x (-1) + 2 x (-2)
CLt = 103.3 + 40.49 + 0 + (-2.4) + (-4)
CLt = 137.39% = 1.3739

- Status (popularity on GitHub) Coefficient (CSt):

CSt = %SA x 2 + %A x 1 + %N x 0 + %D x -1 + %SD x -2
CSt = 7 x 2 + 35.12 x 1 + 35.53 x 0 + 14.46 x (-1) + 7.8 (-2)
CSt = 14 + 35.12 + 0 + (-14.46) + (-15.6)
CSt = 19.06% = 0.1906

- Status in the Project Coefficient (CStP):

CStP = %SA x 2 + %A x 1 + %N x 0 + %D x -1 + %SD x -2
CStP = 45.45 x 2 + 39.25 x 1 + 13.22 x 0 + 1.6 x (-1) + 0.4 x (-2)
CStP = 90.9 + 39.25 + 0 + (-1.6) + (-0.8)
CStP = 127.75% = 1.2775

- Content Value Coefficient (CCV):

CCV = %SA x 2 + %A x 1 + %N x 0 + %D x -1 + %SD x -2
CCV = 44.21 x 2 + 40.9 x 1 + 12.8 x 0 + 1.2 x (-1) + 0.8 x (-2)
CCV = 88.42 + 40.9 + 0 + (-1.2) + (-1.6)
CCV = 126.52% = 1.2652

- Source of Learning Coefficient (CSL):

CSL = %SA x 2 + %A x 1 + %N x 0 + %D x -1 + %SD x -2
CSL = 21.48 x 2 + 35.53 x 1 + 30.57 x 0 + 8.6 x (-1) + 3.7 x (-2)
CSL = 42.96 + 35.53 + 0 + (-8.6) + (-7.4)
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CSL = 62.49% = 0.6249

- Participation with Code Coefficient (CPcode):

CPcode = %SA x 2 + %A x 1 + %N x 0 + %D x -1 + %SD x -2
CPcode = 47.52 x 2 + 41.73 x 1 + 9.5 x 0 + 0.8 x (-1) + 0.4 x (-2)
CPcode = 95.04 + 41.73 + 0 + (-0.8) + (-0.8)
CPcode = 135.17% = 1.3517

- Participation with Comments Coefficients (CPcomm):

CPcomm = %SA x 2 + %A x 1 + %N x 0 + %D x -1 + %SD x -2
CPcomm = 23.14 x 2 + 49.17 x 1 + 22.31 x 0 + 4.9 x (-1) + 0.4 x (-2)
CPcomm = 46.28 + 49.17 + 0 + (-4.9) + (-0.8)
CPcomm = 89.75% = 0.8975

After presenting the coefficients, we are now ready to expose our function as it is. It
is important to remember that some characteristics are general, such as Status (popularity
on GitHub), and others are specific for each user participation in a project. For the ones
that are specific, we sum all their occurrences. For the ones who are general, we sum them
only once. This is important because, otherwise, we would consider user’s Status
(popularity on GitHub) more than once and this characteristic has only one value across
all GitHub projects.
Our influence function is:
UserInfluence = (ΣCl x CCl) + (ΣLt x CLt) + (ΣStP x CStP) + (ΣCv x CCv) + (ΣSl x CSl)
+ (ΣPcode x CPcode) + (ΣPcomm x CPcomm) + (St x CSt)

Where:
•

ΣCl: the sum of Closeness to the GitHub Project Owner level of influence for this
actor in all the projects in the ecosystem;

•

ΣLt: the sum of Long-time Interaction with the Project level of influence for this
actor in all the projects in the ecosystem;
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•

ΣStP: the sum of Status in the Project level of influence for this actor in all the
projects in the ecosystem;

•

ΣCv: the sum of Content Value level of influence for this actor in all the projects
in the ecosystem;

•

ΣSl: the sum of Source of Learning level of influence for this actor in all the
projects in the ecosystem;

•

ΣPcode: the sum of Participation with Code level of influence for this actor in all
the projects in the ecosystem;

•

ΣPcomm: the sum of Participation with Comments level of influence for this actor
in all the projects in the ecosystem;

•

St: it is the Status (popularity on GitHub) level of influence for this actor in all
GitHub;

During the calculation of our characteristics’ coefficient, we converted nominal
values to numerical values. It is important to remark that our weights were defined trying
to make a balance between positive and negative opinions, and not considering neutral
ones.
5.3 The Influencers’ Algorithm
The algorithm solution objective is to help people that are in strategic position, or
just interested in getting to know their ecosystem’s influencers, to identify the ones who
are spreading influence within SECO. An algorithm was developed using the influence
function presented before.
The algorithm aims to analyze the influence level of users individually within
projects that are part of an ecosystem and their relations with the ecosystem through the
projects they are part of. This means that we analyze project by project and, at the end,
there will be a graph for each project and a graph for the ecosystem.
To do so, there is an issue that we cannot forget when solving the problem. Every
time a user is analyzed, we must check if this user has already been analyzed before. This
happens for two reasons: we can only have one id node per graph (if there is more than
one, Gephi will not be able to show us our graph). The second reason is that, as we
explained before, some characteristics are not related to only one project, but to the whole
SECO.
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So, for each user in each project, we calculate their influence levels. When
calculating such levels, we are going to check if the user has been already analyzed in the
ecosystem scope. If so, we add them to the project analysis results file, and we are
updating such information in the ecosystem file. For this update not to be corrupted by
calculating some influence level twice, we take the actions explained in the last paragraph.
At the end of the process, our algorithm will provide us one analysis results file for the
ecosystem and one file for each project that is part of the analyzed ecosystem.
Our algorithm in pseudocode language is shown in Figure 14.
5.4 The Influencer: appearance and how to be used
The solution design, the influence function in the tool and the algorithm were already
discussed. In this section, we look at the tool screens to understand how our solution can
be used.

Figure 14: The algorithm in pseudocode language.

As soon as we open the application, the home frame is shown (Figure 15). In our
home window, we present a welcoming message and the three steps that must be done in
order to perform an analysis. There is a button to search for the directory where the source
files are and a text box where the selected path will be presented for the user to confirm
the selection. There are eight checkboxes related to each characteristic. The objective is
to support the user to filter what would be used in analysis. The final element in our home
frame is the “Start Analysis!” button, which must click in order to our analysis to start.
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Figure 15: The home frame.

Once each of these analyses are ran, we move to the next frame (Figure 16), where
we can choose if we want to see the results of our analysis in a SECO perspective, by
simply clicking a “Show my Ecosystem’s Influencer!” button, or in a specific project
perspective, by clicking a “Find project file” button and searching for the project that
should be presented.

Figure 16: Perspective selection frame.
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5.5 Discussion
As we presented before, The Influencer is a tool designed for identifying influencers
in an easier way and to be used by anyone who intends to discover who are the influencers
in a SECO.
In a moment when software is developed considering others or even using them to
perform some special task that is their main feature, The Influencer takes into
consideration that its main mission is to calculate the influence level of each developer in
a SECO and not to display them visually for the user. So, to improve the experience, there
is the choice for Gephi as the software that is responsible for showing this in a more
friendly manner. Not only the visualization but also prediction studies can be supported
for Gephi, as influence changes and new nodes can be added directly through the interface
during its use.
The influence function considers the characteristics identified in the SMS and the
answers from the survey with developers to make a balance between them. It can also be
used either in a project perspective or in a SECO perspective, what can be useful if we
think that there might an interest in analyzing a single project of a SECO and then the big
picture.
The algorithm analyzes data from all the developers within all the projects of a
SECO, which is exactly what we need. There may be some improvements to be done in
order to make it more efficient than it is in the current version.
Finally, our frames are very simple and intuitive, making it possible for any user to
understand what to do and where to click for an analysis to be performed.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we aimed to show “The Influencer”, a solution designed to help those
who want to study a SECO from the influence perspective. We started explaining the
requirements that served as a guide for our implementation, and the class diagram that
came out of our tool modelling. Then, what technology was used, the dependencies that
must be installed to run the tool, the environment variable that must be set to guide our
solution to Gephi.
After that, we presented our influence function and explained how this part of our
work connects the third and the fourth chapters’ results into a function that can be used
to understand the level of influence of each developer within a SECO. Our algorithm, that
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is responsible for our analyses, was shown and explained and our tool screens were also
described and shown.
Once the tool is ready, it is needed to evaluate its value by using it to analyze a real
SECO and to verify our scenarios, previously defined. This is presented in the next
chapter.
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6 Applying ‘The Influencer’ in a Real Scenario

In this chapter, we present the use of The Influencer in a real scenario. The chosen
one, as it is described before, is a portion of npm ecosystem extracted directly from
GitHub. The tool used to extract the information from GitHub is a third-party independent
software and it will not be presented in this work.
6.1 Describing the Main Scenario
The npm SECO, as described previously, is already identified and is formed by over
380,000 packages and many of them are developed using GitHub projects. As such, we
received information from some of those projects to be able to identify influencers in this
SECO.
We will run The Influencer with a sample of 663 projects from this ecosystem. The
projects were randomly selected and are not necessarily the same sample used in the
survey described in fourth chapter.
It is possible that in this scenario one developer participates in more than one project
of the ecosystem. Therefore, it is important to remember that in this case it is possible for
a developer to have a higher influence rate than a project that it takes part of.
Within this scenario, the results can help us to show the value of this kind of
visualization and what kind of analysis can be performed by using The Influencer and
Gephi together.
6.2 Use Scenarios
In order to run some tests and to show how The Influencer can be used, some
scenarios were identified, defined and evaluated. Such scenarios are not necessarily
related to one of the characteristics; so we need to evaluate the influence level and
calculate the sum of all characteristics for each developer to verify and validate each
scenario.
It is interesting to notice that, when we are investigating a group of developers within
the SECO to validate our scenarios, we chose to rank them using the tool and, after that,
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we used always the Top 25’s list when ordering from the most influencer to the least in
the analysis. We choose to look only for the first twenty five in a completely arbitrary
choice.
Moreover, when looking into a scenario and trying to identify whether it is valid or
not, we defined that we would be looking for the minimal majority to verify it. In our
case, as we are looking into the Top 25’s, when we have 13 or more influencers with a
specific behavior, we are considering this behavior to be the dominant. If there are five
of them in each behavior, we claim that the scenario result inconclusive.
The use scenarios (US) titles and descriptions are presented below:
•

US1: Integrators are influencers in the SECO.

It is natural to think that the people who have the power of deciding what makes part
of an organization (or not), have also a considerable level of influence centered in their
hands.
However, would a project-based SECO, composed by several GitHub projects, have
a similar behavior to organizations in general? Would the integrators be the influencers
in their projects?
The investigation for this one is simple: run an analysis over the SECO and verify if,
in the Top 25 influencers for a given SECO, integrators are more present than
collaborators. The Top 25 influencers can be understood as the ten biggest influencers in
the SECO and this quantity of influencers was chosen just for our comparison exercise
and there is no further justification about it. A way to do this is to isolate the Top 25
influencers and then verify if they are integrators of any project they are part of. If 13 or
more influencers are integrators, then our scenario is valid. Otherwise, it is not valid.
•

US2: The more projects a developer takes part in an ecosystem, the more influence
he/she has over the ecosystem.

And when does it come to the quantity of projects a developer is part of versus his/her
influence inside the ecosystem? Would the major influencers in the ecosystem be part of
more than one project or just part of one huge project, in terms of influence?
It is possible to investigate this one by analyzing the Top 25 influencers once again.
If there are 13 or more influencers who participate in more than one project, we can
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consider that being part of more than one project is determinant for making someone an
influencer in a SECO. If there are less than six influencers who participate in more than
one project, we are considering that this is not so important, so there is no proven
connection between being in several projects and being an influencer.
It is important to clarify that we are not necessarily looking for influencers having a
huge participation in more than one project. It is possible for an influencer to have a major
participation in one project but a minor participation in another one.
•

US3: The more followers a developer has, the more influence he/she has over the
ecosystem.

Having followers and being popular are becoming more and more important in a
moment when social media and number of followers seem to dictate whose ideas and
opinions should be considered useful.
Would the number of followers be that important when we are discussing GitHub
(which is turning into a developers’ social network as more social features that may have
been added to in the last months), be determinant in identifying the influencers within a
project or inside an SECO?
To investigate this, two analyses were running: the first with all the eight previously
exposed characteristics and the second one with only the number of followers. Then, we
compared both results to verify if the influencers were the same or if we had completely
different outcomes. Again, Top 25 influencers would be investigated, but comparing the
results of both analyses. If we have 13 or more influencers in both analyses, we are
considering that there is a connection between Status (popularity on GitHub) and being
an influencer. If there are less than six matches between the two lists, we consider this
characteristic by itself not capable of determining if someone is an influencer.
•

US4: Collaborators are not influencers in an ecosystem.

In this scenario, we are not interested in investigating the owners of projects
(integrators) but the one who participate and collaborate by having some personal or
professional interest in a project: the collaborators.
This investigation is directly related to the investigation of US1 as we are doing the
same observation, but now seeking the verification of how many collaborators are
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influencers in a SECO. Once again, we come up with a list of Top 25 influencers and
verify their role in their projects. If there are six or more influencers who only have a
collaborator role in all the projects they are part of, it is possible to claim that collaborators
are influencers in the ecosystem and so our scenario is not valid. If we have 12 or less
collaborators who are influencers in the ecosystem, it is valid.
•

US5: Influence analysis over social and technical perspectives have divergent
results.

We identified eight characteristics: five social and three technical. So, would be a
difference on the analysis result if we do it only considering social and only considering
technical characteristics?
We are not comparing the social and the technical characteristics or trying to discover
which group is more relevant for determining an influencer. We are interested in the
differences between the analysis’ results when running an algorithm only considering
each perspective separately.
Our procedure to validate this one is simple: running two analyses, one selecting only
the social characteristics in our tool’s filter and another one selecting just the technical
aspects. After that, we compared the two lists of Top 25 influencers and verify how many
of them are present in both lists. If we have six or more influencers who are in both lists,
it is possible to verify that there is no much difference between technical and social
analyses and the scenario is not valid. However, if we have 12 or less influencers who are
in both lists, the difference between both perspectives is clear and that scenario is valid.
6.3 Experiment
In our experiment, we run The Influencer using a portion of npm SECO as the input
and, by analyzing its output, we identified the influencers that are part of the ecosystem
and the influence within it. The results of these three phases, together, make it possible
to verify the five scenarios previously defined.
The experiment can be divided into three distinct phases that, when put together,
make it possible for us to understand how much of the influence that is part of a specific
project or of the complete SECO is attached to each developer and who are the influencers
in each scenario. The three phases are:
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-

Fetching information from GitHub: In this phase, all the information that is going
to be used for the influence calculation must be fetched. This information must be
present in .csv files and its format has been explained in the previous section. An
external tool was used to fetch all the information. The tool was GitHub Crawler3;

-

Using The Influencer: As we already have our information, we can use The
Influencer to calculate the influence level of each developer on our SECO. We
select the .csv files that were previously obtained and run the analyses. As the
calculation is over, .gexf files have been generated and we would be able to select,
using The Influencer, if we want to see information about a specific project or the
whole ecosystem; and

-

Using Gephi (through The Influencer): This step is where we finally can check
the processed information. We already have the .csv files with metrics turned into
.gexf files with influence levels. Finally, we can visualize the influence and be
able to identify the influencers.

As we briefly explained each step we took in our experiment, we can dive a little
deeper into each one of them to make it clear how we get into our results. The first two
steps are presented in the subsection 6.3, while the third step is partially discussed in the
subsection 6.3 and completed in the subsection 6.4.
6.3.1 Fetching information from GitHub
Our first step, as mentioned before, was not solved internally by our tool. The task
of fetching information from GitHub might be done using another tool, as GitHub
Crawler or any other way as long as someone can assure that .csv files will be following
not only the format specified in the previous section, but also that the metrics extracted
were considered as defined before in our work. If these needs are not assured, the
experience and the results can be very different from ours.

3

This tool was developed by Marcos Vinícius Golom, mentioned by Igor Scaliante Wiese, at the Federal
University of Technology - Paraná
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It is important to remember that the expected input for The Influencer is a folder
containing .csv files (each file represents a project that is part of a studied SECO), where
the new .gexf files will be then created.
For this part of the experiment, we used the GitHub Crawler. This tool gives us the
files just formatted as we need, and the metrics implemented as we defined.
As we ran this analysis with a sample of the whole npm SECO, there were fetched
information for 625 projects, randomly, from the ecosystem.
6.3.2 Using ‘The Influencer’
After the previous steps, we can use the tool in order to make it easier to identify
influencers. This is the moment in our experiment when our tool is used.
The first step is to select the source files directory by searching it in the dialog box.
The second step is the selection of the influence characteristics so that the user can filter
which ones are considered when calculating influence levels in this analysis. We have
three different setups for this step, which means that we run three different kinds of
analyses during our experiment. In the first round, we select all the characteristics, as we
can see in Figure 16, leading us into a global analysis.
The third step is to hit de “Start Analysis!” button. At this point, The Influencer check
if the selected SECO’s directory already contains a complete analysis. If this happens, it
means that a previous analysis might have been done and so the application asks if we
wish to erase the previous one and run a new one.
Once the analysis is finished, we can select if we want to see a specific project
perspective or a SECO perspective. As soon as we decide this, ‘The Influencer’ calls
Gephi at the user’s computer to open the .gexf file that was generated.
6.3.3 Using Gephi (through The Influencer)
As we selected the angular project to be shown in Gephi, we had the application
opened and the .gexf file loaded. When opening the Gephi, it is important to make sure
that in the import options window that is prompted as soon as the file begins to be loaded
is selected correctly. In this window, it is possible to verify the number of nodes and
edges, but there also be an option labeled as “More options”. After clicking in this one,
three checkboxes are presented. One should make sure that the first one, “Auto-scale”, is
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not marked as the user confirm the import. This option modifies the node sizes as they
are rebalanced, what would lead to a very different visualization and results.
When the file is imported properly, it is important to use some of Gephi’s features so
we can achieve the better identification possible. Firstly, we must choose what kinds of
visualization we wish to have. In Gephi’s Overview tab, we clicked on Window tab to
select visualizations: “Graph” and “Data Table”. These are only two visualization used in
this work. It is important to remember that SECO are the red nodes, projects are the green
nodes and developers are the blue nodes in the graph, as shown in Figure 17. Given the
large number of nodes and edges shown in our graph and its appearance zoomed out is
not so easy to understand, we can better observe only our graph in Figure 18. In this
picture, it gets easier to identify some project (green) and developer (blue) nodes.
Layout feature, that can be found on the left, is very useful for mixing the nodes.
During our experiment, we used the “Force Atlas” layout as it tries do put the bigger
nodes centered and the others around them. As the layout process is done, or we achieved
a satisfying result, we applied another one: “Noverlap” helps us to ensure that any node
is hidden by a bigger one. By applying these two layouts in this order, we get a much
better visualization of our SECO’s influence. In the project cases, it was possible to apply
completely both layouts, but in the ecosystem cases, due to the large number of nodes,
we had to interrupt the first one as it got too much time do finish it.

Figure 17: npm SECO in Gephi’s Graph visualization.
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Figure 18: Graph zoomed in.

Another very interesting feature that can be used is the ‘Data Table’, shown in Figure
19. This one can help to identify the most and the least influencer in a project or in a
SECO. It shows a list with all nodes or edges and makes it possible to have access to the
size value for each node (which is the influence level for the node).
To the point we combine both features, there are some interesting views and
investigations that can be more easily made. For example, there is a big green node in our
angular project graph (this is the project node). There is another node that caught our
attention when we look at the graph. Figure 20 show that to discover who is this one is
very simple: it only takes to right-button click over it and select “Select in data laboratory”
to go to the Data Table. The node is selected there and then it will be easier to investigate
it.
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Figure 19: npm SECO in Gephi’s Data Table visualization.

The opposite path can also be followed, as shown in Figure 21. If a node is present
in two projects and someone already investigated it in a project where it was really a big
influencer, the user can see how much influence it has in the second project. The user
could go to Data Table, select it by his/her name, right-button click over it, select “Select
on overview” and then get back to Graph. The highlighted node is the one we selected on
our Data Table.
In the next section, the procedures we described are used in order to support the
investigation of the five scenarios.

Figure 20: Selection of a developer node in Graph to be investigated in Data Table.
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Figure 21: Selection of a developer row in Data Table to be investigated in Graph.

6.4 Results
The results of our experiment provide enough information to analyze influence
considering the five use scenarios previously defined. We have already discussed in their
definitions what we are investigating in each scenario and how to decide if it can be
considered valid or not. The three analyses returned 625 files for projects each and one
file for the whole SECO each. These are our scenarios and their verifications.
•

US1. Integrators are influencers in the SECO.

In this investigation, we considered the global analysis; its setup can be seen in Figure
22. This analysis includes all characteristics to present a complete overview about
influence. The Data Table functionality of Gephi provide a cleaner view of the nodes of
the graph and their percentage of influence. After excluding the SECO node and the
projects nodes, we can come to our Top 25 influencers list, seen in Table 4.
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Figure 22: npm SECO’s global analysis setup.

We can use the Graph functionality of Gephi to have a better visualization about the
projects those influencers are part of. It is easy do identify the projects a developer is part
of by looking for their edges inside the graph. This is important because we must identify
their roles within each project they are part of, to investigate if they are just collaborators
or if they play an integrator role in any of them. After analyzing their roles in the projects
they are part of, the results that can lead us to verify our scenario in displayed in Table 5.
It is possible to verify that 22 developers are integrators in the projects they are
participating in and are influencers in the ecosystem. This means that our scenario is
proven to be valid according to our previously defined standards. Only 3 of the Top 25
influencers are not integrators in at least one project they participate in within the
selected SECO.
•

US2. The more projects a developer takes part in an ecosystem, the more
influence he/she has over the ecosystem.

In this investigation, we are once again identifying the Top 25 influencers in our
global analysis (setup can be seen in Figure 21). This time, we need the list to
investigate those who are part of more than one project within the ecosystem. The list is
in Table 4.
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Table 4: Top 25 influencers in npm SECO.

Position

Developer

Size (percentage of influence)

1st

tj

10.85637

2nd

isaacs

5.3318

3rd

sindresorhus

4.26415

4th

kentcdodds

1.98764

5th

yyx990803

1.44602

6th

gaearon

1.33472

7th

mhevery

1.15266

8th

stefanneculai

0.95084

9th

IgorMinar

0.94487

10th

mikeal

0.91105

11th

johnpapa

0.81463

12th

rauchg

0.7985

13th

dougwilson

0.78628

14th

yuanyan

0.65276

15th

JacksonTian

0.63709

16th

ghost

0.61426

17th

dominictarr

0.58803

18th

kball

0.50973

19th

wangfupeng1988

0.50537

20th

jonathanong

0.49366

21st

substack

0.482

22nd

matsko

0.48129

23rd

xudafeng

0.47146

24th

rafibomb

0.46107

25th

TooTallNate

0.45518
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Table 5: Developers and if they are integrators.

Developer

Is it an integrator in any project?

tj

YES

isaacs

YES

sindresorhus

YES

kentcdodds

YES

yyx990803

NO

gaearon

YES

mhevery

YES

stefanneculai

YES

IgorMinar

YES

mikeal

YES

johnpapa

YES

rauchg

YES

dougwilson

YES

yuanyan

YES

JacksonTian

YES

ghost

YES

dominictarr

YES

kball

NO

wangfupeng1988

YES

jonathanong

YES

substack

YES

matsko

YES

xudafeng

YES

rafibomb

NO

TooTallNate

YES

We use the Data Table functionality of Gephi to identify the influencers that are being
studied for this scenario. After that, we select them and click on the option that mark them
in Graph functionality. With the influencer selected, all we must do is to verify how many
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edges connect him/her to projects. As a developer only connects himself/herself with
projects, it is simple as counting the edges on this investigation. This procedure must be
repeated for each influencer. The number of projects of each one is displayed in Table 6.

Table 6: Quantity of projects of Top influencers.

Developer

Number of projects

tj

2

isaacs

5

sindresorhus

4

kentcdodds

2

yyx990803

1

gaearon

1

mhevery

1

stefanneculai

1

IgorMinar

2

mikeal

1

johnpapa

2

rauchg

3

dougwilson

1

yuanyan

2

JacksonTian

1

ghost

10

dominictarr

6

kball

1

wangfupeng1988

1

jonathanong

2

substack

1

matsko

2

xudafeng

2

rafibomb

1

TooTallNate

4
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It is possible to verify that 14 influencers are part of two or more projects and 11
influencers only participate in one project within the SECO, which means that our
scenario of participating in lots of projects be determinant for being an influencer in the
ecosystem is valid. However, it is important to remark that 7 of the 14 influencers were
part of only 2 projects. In this sample, we are not talking about Top influencer who
participate in dozens of projects.
•

US3. The more followers a developer has, the more influence he/she has over
the ecosystem.

In this investigation, we are comparing two analyses: the first is the full analysis
(setup can be seen in Figure 21) we have already discussed and used to verify previous
scenarios as shown in Table 4. The second one is considering only Status (popularity on
GitHub) characteristic, as we can see in Figure 23, i.e., the number of followers a
developer has in the platform, as shown in Table 7. After that, we excluded SECO and
projects nodes from both analyses in order to find the Top 25 influencers for both
scenarios and then we came out with the results.

Figure 23: npm SECO’s status in GitHub analysis setup.
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Table 7: Top 25 influencers in npm SECO in status analysis.

Position

Developer

Size (percentage of influence)

1st

sindresorhus

9.15547

2nd

yyx990803

3.14866

3rd

tj

3.03611

4th

gaearon

2.85782

5th

isaacs

2.10781

6th

johnpapa

1.75127

7th

rauchg

1.63566

8th

JacksonTian

1.38569

9th

dominictarr

1.1912

10th

ghost

1.03451

11th

substack

1.01639

12th

TooTallNate

0.87468

13th

wycats

0.72749

14th

josevalim

0.66988

15th

fat

0.64539

16th

feross

0.62976

17th

kentcdodds

0.55448

18th

gdi2290

0.55373

19th

cusspvz

0.55331

20th

kittens

0.54902

21st

mathiasbynens

0.53244

22nd

fengmk2

0.52012

23rd

ForbesLindesay

0.5141

24th

btford

0.51111

25th

miguelgrinberg

0.49764

After analyzing both lists, it is possible to identify that 12 influencers are present in
the status list but are not present in the global list. This means that the lists present a huge
difference. Following our minimum majority need previously explained, it is possible to
state that Status (popularity on GitHub) is important, and popularity can help someone to
be an influencer. This scenario is valid.
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•

US4. Collaborators are not influencers in an ecosystem.

This investigation is related to the investigation about US1, but here we are looking
for the number of collaborators and not integrators to validate our scenario. We get back
only to the full analysis (setup can be seen in Figure 22) of the SECO and using its Top
25 influencers to identify how many of them are only collaborators in their projects. The
list is provided by the Data Table functionality of Gephi and it is the same we have already
presented in US1 (shown in Table 4).
We looked into the Graph functionality of Gephi to find out the influencers’ projects
and then look for their .csv files to verify which role they play in each project. We just
need to select a developer node on our Graph and identify the nodes that are present in
the end of their edges.
After analyzing their roles in the projects they are part of, the results that can lead us
to verify our scenario are shown in Table 8.
It is possible to verify that only 3 of the Top 25 influencers are collaborators in all the
projects they participate in. This means that our scenario is proven to be valid according
to the previously defined standards.
•

US5. Influence analysis over social and technical perspectives have divergent
results.

In our investigation for this scenario, we consider two analyses: one ran only with
social characteristics (setup in Figure 24) being considered and another ran with only the
technical ones (setup in Figure 25) being considered. After that, we obtained the two Top
25 influencers and we compared them. The social group is shown in Table 9 and the
technical one is displayed in Table 10.
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Table 8: Developers and if they are only collaborators.

Developer

Is it a collaborator in all projects?

tj

NO

isaacs

NO

sindresorhus

NO

kentcdodds

NO

yyx990803

YES

gaearon

NO

mhevery

NO

stefanneculai

NO

IgorMinar

NO

mikeal

NO

johnpapa

NO

rauchg

NO

dougwilson

NO

yuanyan

NO

JacksonTian

NO

ghost

NO

dominictarr

NO

kball

YES

wangfupeng1988

NO

jonathanong

NO

substack

NO

matsko

NO

xudafeng

NO

rafibomb

YES

TooTallNate

NO
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Figure 24: npm SECO’s social analysis setup.

Figure 25: npm SECO’s technical analysis setup.
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Table 9: Top 25 influencers in npm SECO in the social analysis.

Position

Developer

Size (percentage of influence)

1st

tj

11.96954

2nd

isaacs

5.93283

3rd

sindresorhus

4.72901

4th

kentcdodds

2.21351

5th

yyx990803

1.61119

6th

gaearon

1.46257

7th

mikeal

1.01022

8th

mhevery

0.99372

9th

johnpapa

0.90474

10th

rauchg

0.86118

11th

IgorMinar

0.86062

12th

stefanneculai

0.76091

13th

JacksonTian

0.70975

14th

ghost

0.68286

15th

yuanyan

0.68154

16th

dominictarr

0.6365

17th

dougwilson

0.56567

18th

wangfupeng1988

0.52622

19th

substack

0.524

20th

xudafeng

0.52306

21st

jonathanong

0.50234

22nd

matsko

0.46587

23rd

TooTallNate

0.45572

24th

juliangruber

0.43372

25th

pkozlowski-

0.43087

opensource
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Table 10: Top 25 influencers in npm SECO in the technical analysis.

Position

Developer

Size (percentage of influence)

1st

dougwilson

2.71698

2nd

stefanneculai

2.61301

3rd

mhevery

2.54364

4th

ncoden

1.94517

5th

kball

1.87617

6th

tbosch

1.71161

7th

IgorMinar

1.67236

8th

gkalpak

1.36144

9th

assaf

1.27756

10th

gakimball

1.25753

11th

tj

1.11449

12th

vicb

1.10994

13th

rafibomb

1.10386

14th

zurbchris

1.07068

15th

vsavkin

0.92521

16th

petebacondarwin

0.89789

17th

mrsweaters

0.89245

18th

dignifiedquire

0.84011

19th

IamManchanda

0.77461

20th

vojtajina

0.77449

21st

brettsmason

0.77428

22nd

mhayes

0.73837

23rd

madrobby

0.73128

24th

kvz

0.69253

25th

jharding

0.68605

It is possible to verify that, when comparing both lists, we have completely divergent
results when analyzing the ecosystem considering only social characteristics and then
technical ones. There are only five influencers that appears in both social and technical
Top 25 influencers lists. Our scenario is valid.
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6.5 Discussion
Considering what is described above, in terms of scenarios, experiment and results,
it is clear that “The Influencer” can be a tool to identify influencers in a SECO.
In our investigation of scenarios, we came out with results that might serve the ones
who are in a decision-make position and the ones who might want to become influencers.
So, if you are managing a SECO or if you are planning to make your influence rise in the
ecosystem you participate in, there are some tips you might follow.
The first point that should be considered is that the chance of being an influencer in
a SECO seems to be directly connected with the fact of being an integrator in at least one
project within this ecosystem. This was shown when investigating our US1 scenario
where all the Top 25 influencers were integrators in some project they are part of. This
result also shows that our US4 scenario is not valid and so it does not appear that only
being a collaborator would be enough for someone to be an influencer.
Participating in more than one project is related to be an influencer, but it is also
important to remark that not necessarily to be part of dozens of projects to have this
advantage. However, this was not the only analyzed number. We also investigated the
relation between having a high number of followers and being an influencer. It turns out
that the top influencers are almost the same when investigating all characteristics and this
one specifically. So, being popular in GitHub can also be a nice way to become influencer
in a project-based SECO.
6.6 Limitations
While running our experiment, we had some limitations that must be considered for
those who are reading this work. Those limitations are related not only to our study object,
the npm SECO, but also to the methods we selected to use in our analyses and scenarios.
In relation to our study object, we came out with a number of projects as we did in
our survey. This number is enough to achieve a certain level of confidence in our study.
However, a higher quantity of projects and, consequently, a larger sample of developers
would be even better for an upcoming study to achieve an even higher confidence in
results.
Regarding our methods, we have not used statistical approach to prove our scenarios.
It would be a nice idea for a future work to do it to have our scenarios even more tested.
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There would also be the idea of getting more than only Top 25 lists. There could be
analyses with Bottom 25 lists or even with more than only 25 per list.
Another observation is that we defined five scenarios. Those were scenarios that we
considered to be good to show how ‘The Influencer’ can help people who are interesting
in SECO. There might be other scenarios that could be defined and then tested and that
may present even more uses for this tool.
6.7 Conclusion
It is possible to conclude that our experiment presented results that make it possible
to claim that some actions can be useful for those who intend to become influencers in
their SECO. There is also some information that can be used for those who manage
ecosystems in order to identify developers who might not be influencers nowadays, but
that may be rising their influence in some time.
It was also presented an experiment that shows how ‘The Influencer’ can be used in
SECO studies and it shows that an environment composed by this tool and Gephi provides
us a mix of analyses and visualizations that support future studies.
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7 Conclusion

In this work, we aimed to identify influencers by investigating their characteristics in
a project-based SECO. We intended to provide for anyone interested in analyzing a
specific ecosystem by the influence perspective a simpler way to do it by using
repositories’ information and an influence function in a tool (The Influencer). It is
possible to conclude that identifying an influencer requires not only an analysis of one
characteristic, but a set of some remarkable ones that, once analyzed properly, can point
the ones who oversee influence inside a SECO.
The Influencer considered not only the literature but also developers’ perspective
through based on a survey. Therefore, it is able to provide an output that can be used with
Gephi to generate visualization about a SECO, trying to identify who would be the
influencers of a given SECO. As a contribution, we publish part of or work as an IEEE
Software paper (Farias et al., 2019).
Given all was achieved in this work, we can remark the following contributions:
•

It was defined a group of characteristics by which influencers can be recognized;

•

It was identified weights for each characteristic, according to the community;

•

It was provided an influence function that can be used to determine a developer
influence level;

•

It was provided a solution (The Influencer) that makes influencer identification
easier;

•

It was provided a set of use case examples that shown how does the solution can
be used; and

•

A part of this work, related to the survey with the community was published in
IEEE Software (Farias et al., 2019).

There are some points that could be extended from our work in order to make the
investigation over influence in SECO even more complete. The first point is about the
perspective of the study. Our perspective is highly related to the definition of projectbased ecosystems and GitHub projects, where many SECO can be found. However, there
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other SECO definitions and perspectives where the influence investigation might be
executed in order to make new discoveries or validate ours.
The second point refers to our experiment and its results. We used only two Gephi’s
visualizations to investigate influence at this point. There are some others as “Statistics”
and “Preview” that might be useful and could lead to some interesting findings over the
project or the SECO. There is also the possibility to extend the analysis to show influence
evolution inside an ecosystem. This would be possible due to Gephi’s feature that enables
a node size evolution over time.
Another point that could be improved relates to the tool. The Influencer is able to
calculate influence levels and generate .gexf files to analyze influence through graphs,
but it is not possible to use only this tool from the beginning to the end of the process.
That might be a good idea to extend The Influence to make it able to fetch GitHub
information by itself and then calculate influence levels. Another improvement in the tool
would be to turn it into a web application that could monitor the SECO in real time.
Also, there might be done a study using statistical methods to analyze data provided
by The Influencer and the use scenarios exposed in our work.
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APPENDIX I – The Survey

Figure 26: Survey's Terms and Conditions page.
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Figure 27: Survey's Demographic Questions page.
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Figure 28: Survey's Technical Questions page.
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Figure 29: Survey's acknowledgement page.
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